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Model Number: F287

Drieaz F287 Rescue Mat Extra Panels AC582  119217

Manufacturer: Drieaz

Drieaz F287 Rescue Mat System AC582 
Rescue Mat System 
Dry hardwoods from above (top)

The Rescue Mat System uses the power of a high-pressure blower like the DriForce
to vacuum water vapor right through the surface of the floor. Two different sizes make
it easy to custom fit your Rescue Mat System to any floor layout.

Rescue Mat Panel Kit
Expand your hardwood floor rescue system with additional panels

Panel kit includes four 46 &times; 30 inch mats and two 23 &times; 30 inch mats.

 
Set up easily and work fast.  Two sizes of mats allow for multiple configurations and
maximum flexibility, and installation is fast and easy with just one hose connection per
mat.  Gasket edges provide a powerful seal and eliminate the need for taping down
mats.

Use as part of a drying team.  Connect the Rescue Mat System to the Flood King or a
truckmount extractor to remove standing water or use with the AirWolf for the fastest
hardwood drying. 
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                                    RESCUE MAT SYSTEM SPECS 
                                    
                                
                                
                                     
                                
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Model 
                                                F286 &amp; F287 
                                            
                                            
                                                H x W x D Large Mat 
                                                46" x 30" 
                                            
                                            
                                                H x W x D Small Mat 
                                                23" x 30" 
                                            
                                            
                                                Hose with cuffs 
                                                7 linear feet 
                                            
                                            
                                                Weight - Large Mat 
                                                5 lbs. 
                                            
                                            
                                                Weight - Small Mat 
                                                2.5 lbs. 
                                            
                                            
                                                Gasket Seal 
                                                1/2" 
                                            
                                            
                                                Mat Material 
                                                PVC plastic 
                                            
                                            
                                                Stackable for Storage 
                                                Yes 
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                        Rescue Mat System
                        Set up easily &amp; work fast!
                        Dry out water-damaged hardwoods from above! The Rescue Mat
System uses the power of a high-pressure blower like the DriForce to vacuum water
vapor right through the surface of the floor. Two different sizes make it easy to custom
fit your Rescue Mat System to any floor layout.
                        
                            Setup is fast and simple with just one hose connection per mat
                            Two separate sizes for mix-and-match versatility
                            No taping necessary! Gasket-edge provides a powerful seal
                            An ideal complement to the Airwolf/WolfPack
                        
                        Complete system includes:
                        (4) 46&rdquo; x 30&rdquo; mats
                        (2) 23&rdquo; x 30&rdquo; mats
                        
                        
                        *DriForce Airmover sold separately.
                         
                        
                    
                
            
            
        
    

 
With the increasing use of wood floors in current home construction and remodels,
there are many opportunities for restoration contractors to help their customers avoid
replacement or major refinishing after a leak or flood event. We have a full
complement of specialty products including the AirWolf and WolfPack as well as the
DriForce and Rescue Mat drying systems. Combine these products with the ability to
duct warm, dry air from our LGR 7000Xli or new Revolution LGR and you will be
amazed at how much wood flooring you can save.
 
A few tips . . .
 
When it comes to drying wood floors, patience and persistence pays off. A little
patience can make all the difference between saving a wood floor and having to
demolish it. When solid hardwood flooring is exposed to water, only the unfinished
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underside will absorb water. As the wood absorbs moisture, the bottom expands more
than the finish-protected top, causing cupping. When this cupping appears during the
drying process, it may cause some concern for the property owner. Be patient. The
cupping will go away.
 
If your drying system is properly set up, regular monitoring will show that the moisture
content (MC) is trending downward. Continue drying until the MC reaches the drying
goal (or dry standard) and the cupping is gone. Next clean the floor, and for an added
touch, apply a coat of polyurethane. In most cases, you won't even need to do a prep
sanding.
 
Remember:

    You can restore hardwood flooring when it is exposed to Category 1 water.
    The longer the floor is wet, the longer it will take to dry.
    Be patient! The drying process is done when both the MC returns to normal and the
floor lays flat.

Optional

    
        
             
             DriStorm Dehumidifier Booster Amplifier 20181009 Raises Temp and Lowers
Relative Humidity 
            Video On Link!
        
    

20121129djc

http://www.cleanczar.com/Dri-Eaz-F286-Rescue-Mat-System-p/f286.htm  $598.00
http://www.amgair.com/specialty-drying/dri-eaz-rescue-mat-system/  $549.00
jondon $530.10
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                                                Mat Material 
                                                PVC plastic 
                                            
                                            
                                                Stackable for Storage 
                                                Yes 
                                            
                                            
                                                 
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                        
                         
                        
                        Rescue Mat System
                        Set up easily &amp; work fast!
                        Dry out water-damaged hardwoods from above! The Rescue Mat
System uses the power of a high-pressure blower like the DriForce to vacuum water
vapor right through the surface of the floor. Two different sizes make it easy to custom
fit your Rescue Mat System to any floor layout.
                        
                            Setup is fast and simple with just one hose connection per mat
                            Two separate sizes for mix-and-match versatility
                            No taping necessary! Gasket-edge provides a powerful seal
                            An ideal complement to the Airwolf/WolfPack
                        
                        Complete system includes:
                        4 46&rdquo; x 30&rdquo; mats
                        2 23&rdquo; x 30&rdquo; mats
                        3 7&rsquo; hose with cuffs
                        2 Connector sleeves
                        6 Hose cuffs
                        5 T-connectors
                        1 Gasket roll 
                        
                        *DriForce Airmover sold separately. 
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 26 December, 2007
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